Differential effects of double and triple lesions of the cat's limbic system on subsequent learning behavior.
On the basis of recent anatomical experiments in which it was found that the anterior thalamus, the subicular cortex, and the mamillary bodies are directly and strongly interconnected, lesions were made in different combinations of two or all three of these regions in four groups of cats. These found groups and a control group were then subjected to two learning tasks: a visual reversal and an active two-way avoidance task. Compared with cats of the control group, cats with lesions of the anterior thalamus and the mamillary bodies (Group AT/MM), of the anterior thalamus and the subiculum (Group AT/SUB), or of the mamillary bodies and the subiculum (Group MM/SUB) were strongly impaired in acquiring the reversal task, whereas cats with lesions of all three structures together (Group AT/MM/SUB) were unimpaired. Similarly, in the active avoidance task, two of the three groups with double lesions (MM/SUB; AT/SUB) were imparied, but cats of Groups AT/MM and AT/MM/SUB were not, compared with the control group. Consideration is made that lesion-induced shifts possibly act upon intact cortical and/or thalamic structures that, prior to massive limbic lesions, remained inhibited or otherwise suppressed. It is assumed the influence of one of the three core regions of the modified Papez-circuit to be sufficient for inhibiting the action of such structures which following a complete lesion of the system may control essential parts of the behaviors tested.